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Welcome to the season of earthly rewards when the fall harvest is ready and
you hear from loved ones wishing to share the bounty and holiday events with you.
Halloween falls on Saturday this year giving you plenty of time to dress up, share
candy and treats with visitors, chase a few ghosts and bask in the spirit of the day.
Bring out the rake and pile those colorful leaves while taking time to appreciate the
deep, rich earth of autumn which is Scorpio’s pride and this newsletter’s birthday
celebrant. Munch on those delicious apples, buy some cider, display your pumpkins
and enjoy the aroma of freshly roasted veggies. Scorpio puts zest into the guts of
existing systems and leads the rest of the Zodiac in the area of regeneration and
renewal while adding depth to personal goals. Treat those determined Scorpios in your
social circle to a celebration at a favorite restaurant and join them in acknowledging
the beauty of life. You’ll be friends forever.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to M and P on celebrating 51 beautiful years of marriage;
congratulations to J and J on 4 happy years of marriage, to B, J and the other 3 Js on
your October birthdays and to Pope Francis for sharing his inspiring wisdom with the
masses of people who attended celebrations in Washington, DC, New York, NY, and
Philadelphia, PA. This month I congratulate RL on winning the September client
drawing; October’s client drawing is a $10 gift certificate to apply to a future session;
all clients who book an appointment of one hour or more are automatically entered to
win. Scorpios take a $10 discount on your next appointment if you book October 23November 22. Check out the Llewellyn 2016 Annuals at your favorite book store – Sun
Sign Book, Moon Sign Book, Herbal Almanac and the calendars and huge selection of
metaphysical books.
Cyber security continues to be an important theme and runs in many odd
directions. This month readers found messages from scammers who said they were
contacting “marks” to claim the estates that are up for grabs due to the ill health of
the recipients of the e-mails; to the junk file, fast! Scams making the rounds this

month include those denying access to you for too many attempts to access your
credit card account online; requests that you complete your attached loan paperwork;
your mailing list is too long and your ISP is shutting you down until you pare the
contact list; airline tickets that are ready for delivery; and phony orders sent via by
UPS or FedEx in the subject line of the order you DIDN’T place. Watch out for all the
bad spelling on these so-called deals and transactions. SCOUNDREL ALERT -- Beware!
DATES TO REMEMBER IN THIS CYCLE:
October 31: Halloween
November 1: Daylight Savings Time Ends at 2:00 AM – Turn Clock Back 1 Hour...zzz
November 3: Election Day in many parts of the U.S.
November 11: Veterans’ Day; observed as a legal holiday
SCORPIO’S BIRTHDAY SUMMARY
Happy Birthday, Scorpio! Yours is the 8th sign of the Zodiac, the 3rd of 4 fixed
signs, and the 2nd of 3 water signs. Pluto is your natural ruler with dominion over the
deep space-oriented 8th House of other people’s money, resources from unusual
places, psychological matters, mysteries, sex, death, birth, rebirth, estate matters,
mortgage loans, goods of the dead, consumer debt, crimes, joint assets or investments
as well as liabilities, the subconscious, and complex human needs. Pluto co-rules your
sign with its original ruler Mars and gives planetary proof that you have a passionate
spirit and take obligations seriously. You like to rise out of the ashes like the phoenix
when the going gets tough only to bounce back after seeking the appropriate rebirth.
Many of you invented resilience and move on to new directions after you heal
setbacks. Not all of you are willing to budge though and certain members of your sign
prefer to hide out in dark or martyr moods or see life through a glass that is half
empty. With positive assistance from transiting Pluto this year you can break out of
that funk and live life more fully. Your colors are dark reds, maroon, magenta,
oxblood, wine, dark browns, and black. Your sign members benefit from private time
to recharge batteries and heal from within. Your sign rules the private parts of the
body; in fact, all 30 degrees of your sign relate to one of them. This year the Sun
enters Scorpio on October 23 at 1:47 PM EDT and leaves on November 22 at 10:25 AM
EST. Some material in the following section may apply to individuals with Scorpio on
the Ascendant and sometimes other Scorpio planets, including the Moon.
Scorpio, your birthday year starts out with Jupiter in organization-minded
Virgo which activates your solar 11th House of goals, priorities, associations,
friendships, professional groups and work-related resources. You have a chance to
earn a lofty title, be elected Chair of a group or association, head a charitable
enterprise or win the favor of your boss with your money-saving ideas. You can also
find yourself at odds with long-time friends or associates over controversial subject
matter or a trust issue. You could leave the group if you are not satisfied with the
outcome. On September 9, 2016 Jupiter changes signs and moves to Libra where it
holds court in your solar 12th House of behind-the-scenes activity, secrets, rainy day
planning and healing. Get ready to review your long-term plans as the cycle unfolds
and make adjustments during the year ahead. The most important changes will most
likely take place after your 2016 birthday since you need time to prepare. The shift of
Saturn out of your sign and into Sagittarius throughout 2016 brings attention to your
solar 2nd House of income, resources, self-development plans, discretionary income
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and money sources or people who have links to your financial plans. Those of you
born October 23-November 8 have decisions to make regarding how you spend your
money. When Saturn is in Sagittarius the tendency is to splurge and spend but since it
is in your 2nd House the options include investing in a viable savings plan, spending
money you put away for a dream trip, getting a physical makeover or looking for a new
job or a promotion. Retirees could take on a new career or a part-time position; some
will go back to school to take language classes or study anthropology or history. Most
Scorpios, especially those born late in the sign were glad to see Saturn leave your sign
in September after a few intensely demanding years. Relief is not only here but could
bring a whole new set of life experiences your way. Mars moves into your sign on
January 3, 2016 and spends a long time in your 1st House of physical appearance and
individuality through March 6. Then Mars goes to Sagittarius in your 2nd House along
with Saturn until it turns retrograde at 9 degrees of Sagittarius on April 17 where it
slides back into Scorpio on May 27 and stays retrograde until June 29 even though it
remains in your sign until August 2. By that time you should be able to put any longstanding matter to rest and look for brighter days. Those of you born November 16-22
get a real workout during this long passage of Mars in one sign, a phenomenon that
happens approximately every 20 months. What does this mean? Here are examples:
you could fall madly in love or be pursued by someone if you are single; the ax to grind
that you are carrying around gets a brand new chopping block; the sexy side of you
gets bunches of attention whether your are male or female; you could have recurring
bouts with a distressing problem or illness that you work on and get a second and a
third chance to resolve; you have an opportunity to redo something important to your
life – a relationship, a remodeling job or rebooking a vacation that was not feasible
the first time around. Smile, your passion is showing. Uranus in Aries traveling
through your Solar 6th House especially affects Scorpio individuals born November 718 from now through the end of 2016 making you aware of unexpected dynamics in
work, conditions with co-workers, health, daily routines, pets, fitness, emerging
agendas and digestion. If work is responsible for the nervous tension you are
experiencing it may call for an intervention or a lot of patience if you want to ride it
out. Uranus shakes things up in your life and this unpredictable planet can create
conditions that confuse even the most pragmatic among you. Reorganizations take
place; people get fired or transferred; bosses come and go and the work never seems
good enough. Pay particular attention if your birthday falls on the dates listed in this
section. Think in terms of adjustments that are in progress. It is never easy to just let
go yet thinking positively and visualizing a successful outcome feeds your soul. Pluto
in Capricorn is also affecting this house from your 3rd House of mental attitude and
has been the recipient of a string of Aries and Libra eclipses this year and into 2016
that add intensity to the themes associated with this house, the most recent of which
occurred on September 27. Use your moxie to survive in your everyday world. Neptune
is in Pisces all through your birthday cycle and connects with your Sun through the
end of 2016 if you are born October 29-November 6 while it moves through your
5th House of children, social life, recreation, sports, risk-taking and romance. This
planet is about romance and can mean you either meet many possible romantic
partners, you grieve for the loss of partners in one way or another or you receive
mixed signals from potential mates. Neptune is good at messing with boundaries –
setting them, ignoring them or crossing them. Many of you could be taking on
another’s burdens and if you recognize that situation start cutting the ties. Everything
here depends on your level of happiness and if you are, then follow your bliss;
otherwise time to let go. Don’t be tempted to spend money on luxury trips that are no
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bargain but do enjoy vacations and weekend getaways with family and friends. Let
spiritual blessings from this compatible transit of Neptune inspire you. Write in your
journal or land a writing contract if that appeals to you. Nurture your children if you
are a parent. Pluto in Capricorn in your solar 3rd House of communication,
computer equipment and cell phones, cyber security, education, people who live
nearby, siblings, the neighborhood, transportation, your mind and mental state;
and technology most affects those of you born November 6-10 in the year ahead
and presents you with a variety of perplexing mental challenges and decisions.
After all you are a Pluto-ruled sign and old habits leave your mind slowly and only
when you are convinced that change is good. Get ready for some heavy-duty gabfests
when Pluto clashes with Uranus off and on this cycle in two of the communication
houses (3rd and 6th) suggesting you could hear unexpected news about your workplace,
the organizational mission or funding; or about a sibling, neighbor or other close
relatives. Yet Pluto in Capricorn is in a very compatible mode for those of you whose
dates are most affected and you may actually bust a few myths, clear up some
confusing information and rid yourself of a would-be control freak. The truth about
this transit is that you have many blessings ahead and will thrive on the clear intuition
that is helping with those breakthroughs. Visualize success – you earned it – and smile
more, Scorpio. You can be very funny and witty and deep.
A total of 6 eclipses affect your sign between now and the beginning of your
next birthday cycle. You are currently under the spell of the September 13 new
Moon eclipse in Virgo in your solar 11th House of hopes, desires, wishes, goals,
groups, sororities, associations and humanitarian interests. Expect new relationships
to thrive while a few of the tried and true associations undergo a shakeup. Be
prepared to lead a group or a project if you are in the pipeline for advancement; some
of you could become involved in political campaigns or run for office in this highly
charged year ahead. If you have planets near 20-21 degrees of Virgo, your life
experiences a new beginning; the nature of which depends on other aspects in your
chart and the position of affected planets. Go with the flow – it influences your life
until March 8. You also experienced an eclipse that strongly affects your cycle with
the Full moon total eclipse in Aries on September 27 in your 6th House of daily
activity, work conditions, colleagues, health, fitness, nutrition and organizational
acumen. The influence of this eclipse lasts until March 23. This eclipse has a high
impact on you if you have been hiding out or taking the low road in terms of action –
you cannot avoid it – feelings or ideas or a position that needs to be taken at work.
Ties with colleagues and collaborators could be iffy; possibly they change due to
reassignments. On March 8, 2016, a total solar eclipse occurs in Pisces in your 5th
house of romance, children and their activities, social life, vacation, recreation,
speculation and sports. Relationships, especially those affiliated with your social life,
fitness or the artistic professions start shifting. They can go from platonic and casual
to intensely romantic; some of you could sever ties with friends or will experience a
social shift that puts you in touch with new people. On March 23, 2016 your 12th
House of reflection and secret planning will also receive one last Full Moon eclipse
hit in Libra that influences your chart for at least 6 months. This eclipse further
highlights change in whatever is going on behind-the-scenes and it could be demanding
that you balance your work life with the passionate secret activity. You will have to
sort out the tension in important relationships and take inventory of what the
connections mean to you; if you break up with a person related to your work world,
give thought to how you can continue to work in harmony without showing any
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resentment. The next important eclipse takes place on September 1, 2016, a Solar
New Moon Eclipse in Virgo in your 11th House of hopes, dreams, goals, organizations,
friendships, groups of distinction, memberships, your employer’s resources and
humanitarian initiatives. The sign of this eclipse is very compatible with your Sun sign
and offers you the tools to organize just about any facet of your life – or someone
else’s – you choose. You could spend a big chunk of time cleaning out drawers and
closets, giving away goods that you aren’t using, or looking for new entertainment
venues. By now you are getting the hint that it is time to let go. Emerging new
conditions add fun and spice to your life. The last lunar eclipse of 2016 is in late
Pisces on September 16 in your solar 5th House of romance, fun, children, sports
and social life. Neptune in Pisces is moving through this house simultaneously in the
sign that loves romance, mystery and psychic phenomena. Those of you interested in
meeting new partners are looking for a soul mate, an individual who gets you at the
gut level and wants you warts and all. What you started in the past year comes full
circle and it could mean the relationship turns a corner bringing an engagement or
marriage or deep level commitment. Reap the benefits and glow with satisfaction.
Enjoy quality time with your children and other social connections. Do one thing
differently each week. The signs most prominent during the late 2015–16 eclipse
cycles are: Aries, Libra, Pisces and Virgo; also affected but less intensely unless a
degree of one of these eclipses affects a house or planet degree in your chart are
Capricorn, Cancer, Gemini and Sagittarius. The information in this section may also
apply to those of you with Scorpio Ascendants, a stellium of planets in Scorpio or the
Moon in Scorpio. Check for details with your astrologer.
Scorpio birthdays include: Joaquin Phoenix, Ryan Reynolds, Nancy Grace,
Pele, Dwight Yokam, “Weird Al” Yankovic, Katy Perry, Condoleezza Rice, Seth
MacFarlane, Hillary Clinton, Kevin Kline, Cary Elwes, Pat Sajak, Cat Deeley, Y.A.
Tittle, Annie Potts, Barron Hilton, Doug Flutie, Sasha Cohen, Emma Stone, Michael
Strahan, Greta Browner, Tracy Nelson, Rita Wilson, Brad Paisley, Dylan McDermott, F.
Murray Abraham, Kelly Osbourne, John Cleese, Anne Hathaway, Bill Gates, Charlie
Daniels, Dennis Franz, Julia Roberts, Bruce Jenner, Sanjay Gupta, Helen Reddy,
Monica, BD Wong, Ang Lee, Richard Dreyfuss, Roberto Benigni, Curtis Stone, Christian
Siriano, David Ortiz, Chloe Sevigny, Gabrielle Union, Ryan Gosling, Winona Ryder,
Henry Winkler, Jane Pauley, Jenny McCarthy, Larry Flynt, k.d. Lang, Pat Buchanan,
Roseanne, Sean Combs, Matthew McConaughey, Sam Shepard, Tatum O’Neal, Ethan
Hawke, Maria Shriver, Sally Field, Joni Mitchell, Parker Posey, Nick Lachey, Brittany
Murphy, Calista Flockhart, Demi Moore, Leonardo DiCaprio, David Schwimmer, Chris
Noth, Brenda Vaccaro, Linda Evans, Delroy Lindo, Elizabeth Perkins, Oscar Nunez,
Kevin, Nealon, Mike Epps, Whoopi Goldberg, Prince Charles, Sam Waterson, Lisa
Bonet, Danny DeVito, Martin Scorsese, Linda Evans, Owen Wilson, Larry King, Calvin
Klein, Jodie Foster, Bo Derek, Bjork, Bobby Kennedy, Ezra Pound, George Eliot, Dylan
Thomas, Evelyn Waugh and Goldie Hawn.
PLANETS in ACTION OCTOBER 23 through NOVEMBER 22
Let’s look at the diminishing number of retrograde planets in play now:
Uranus in Aries jerks along most affecting those born April 6-8 with the conjunction
on their suns; they could have recurring themes to resolve, meet another snag along
the way that reminds them of what they encountered in April or May, and should be
aware of mechanical problems with major equipment or vehicles. Other affected signs
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are those born with the 17-18 degree of Cancer, Libra and Capricorn. Neptune in
Pisces has been retrograde since June 12 and turns stationary direct on November 18.
It most affects those born February 24-26 who will be relieved to finally come out of
the fog and gain a new perspective on life. Others most affected by this transit are
Geminis, Virgos and Sagittarians born with the Sun at 7 degrees of their signs who have
had challenges assimilating new life conditions and seeing the truth for what it is in
the work place, home or social relationships. Smooth sailing lies ahead for the
Cancers, Scorpios, Tauruses and Capricorns who experience action in inspirational and
intuitive realms including removal of writing blocks and negotiation of contracts.
Several readers wrote in to tell me about Mercury retrograde incidents that occurred
in their lives through October 9. Certain readers also indicated they still feel like they
are under a retrograde influence while delays and mix-ups continue: keys locked in
cars, mechanical failure, computer crashes, canceled meetings, plumbing problems
and delayed or confusing mail. You are experiencing the shadow effects that linger for
another few weeks and highlight misunderstandings and technical problems. The idea
here is to find balance and diplomacy and to make sure your communication style does
what you intend.
Both transiting Venus and Mars are in Virgo now; Venus until November 8 and
Mars through November 12. These planets are affiliated with romance and passion
and have a connotation of being productive while accomplishing tasks that clear your
plate so you can move on to recreation, fun and relaxation. If you have clutter to
remove, this is the time to do it. Jupiter is in Virgo at this time and most affects
those born September 7-12 as well as Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and Capricorn born
around the 7th to 12th of their sign month. You may find yourself on a shopping spree or
making early holiday plans; some will write greeting cards or stock up on wrapping
paper. Take advantage of the excellent vibes to engage in yard sales, visit flea
markets or the auction. Those with a move in the works can finalize plans and get
ready for the new environment. Saturn is direct in Sagittarius during this cycle most
affecting those born November 26-30 in matters described as a rude awakening if
you have not been diligent about taking action in important personal areas. You
will get a clear picture of the work that lies ahead even though you may be challenged
if you are born around this time or on the 24-26 of February with transiting Neptune
either squaring or on your Sun. Blast through your crisis and lack of confidence – you
are basing decisions both at the personal and global level on faulty assumptions. Even
if it looks like you are getting away with selfish behavior, you will soon understand
that it is not making you happy and the house of cards collapses. Embrace the positive
steps you need to help your goals and dreams come true. With Uranus in Aries in
favorable aspect to expansive Jupiter, communication improves and announcements
bring optimistic results through November 3. Then hard aspects occur involving Uranus
in relation to Mars in Virgo and Pluto in Capricorn suggesting caution in travel, use of
equipment, fire and explosive substances; the aspects affect Cardinal signs Aries,
Cancer, Libra and Capricorn born from the 16th - 17th degree of these signs. Be aware
of the escalating cost of goods and luxury items and do your homework before making
major purchases. From the global perspective keep your eyes on the world’s hot spots
especially in the Middle East for outbursts of violence or threats. Stay tuned.
Pluto in Capricorn is direct during this cycle and most affects those born January 3-5
and hovers at 13 degrees affecting the other cardinal signs with placements at that
number – Cancer, Aries, and Libra; these vibes make you squirm and call for patience
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and the desire to uncover the reasons why you feel blocks that are holding you back.
Find out what you need to solve problems and examine complex relationships. Pluto
affiliates with the process of birth and rebirth. During Scorpio time you may find it
helpful to examine the location of Pluto in your birth chart and identify any blocks
that exist so you can start working on ways to eliminate them gradually and
experience a sense of renewal. Let the fun begin.
Chiron the Wounded Healer is now in Pisces in retrograde status most affecting
those born March 6-8. Get rid of anger vibes and the knots in your stomach; instead,
try exercise, yoga, meditation, deep breathing and soothing music. Once you identify
the source of stuck pain you can more easily release tension, acknowledge that you do
not need the problems of the past and bring joy into your life.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
October 23: Sun Enters Scorpio, 1:47 PM EDT
October 27: Full Moon in Taurus, 8:05 AM EDT, 3°b 45’
November 11: New Moon in Scorpio, 12:48 PM EST, 19° h 01’
November 22: Sun enters Sagittarius, 10:26 AM EST
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS: This month I am responding to an
abundance of queries about the candidates running for president. This election is
bound to be like no other you have experienced. I’ll point out again that I am offering
insight on birthdates, analysis of prospects, planets positions and as we grow closer to
the final slate of candidates will look more at Election Day planetary activity and
those on the ticket. While writing this section news broke that Jim Webb, former
senator from Virginia has dropped out of the Democrats’ slate of candidates but may
be considering a run as an Independent party candidate. Webb is an Aquarius born
February 9. Other news: I indicated in the Virgo 2015 newsletter that I did not see
Vice President Joe Biden running for president and discussed his chart – see that
newsletter for details. On October 21 he put an end to rumors that he may run by
taking himself out of the race. A second Democratic debate is set for November 14 in
Des Moines, IA hosted by CBS. On the Republican front Donald Trump and Ben Carson
continue to lead while Carly Fiorina has dropped to 4 percent of the vote – you need
3 percent to be included in the top tier of the debate. Expect a few more candidates
to drop out of the race close to the October 28 debate in Boulder, CO hosted by CNBC.
Most critics declared the Democrats’ debate the more successful offering and
depending on which poll you read either Hillary Clinton or Bernie Sanders emerged as
the winner. Both seemed very well prepared for the discussions and the pundits were
quick to point out in comparing their more informative performances to the tone of
the Republican debates that the harsh criticism and belittling of others was not good
politics and were relieved it was not part of the Democratic debate. P.S. Yes, I do
think Aquarius Paul Ryan will be the new Speaker of the House.
Readers also asked about contestants’ astrology signs on the popular DANCING
WITH THE STARS show now in the middle of Season 21. What an inspiring season with
contestants and professional dancers at the top of their game. I’m listing the
remaining competitors’ sun signs with more to come on the “Dancing” results in next
month’s newsletter. A most intriguing contestant is Alek Skarlatos who was on a Parisbound train in August and along with two American friends, a Briton and two
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Frenchmen prevented a terrorist with a loaded assault rifle from hurting other
passengers on the train. On October 1 Alex and his partner Lindsay Arnold were
rehearsing for the show when word broke that a 26-year-old student enrolled at
Umpqua Community College in Roseburg, OR (Alek’s home town and current school)
fatally shot a professor and eight students and seriously injured nine other students.
Alek, who was supposed to be at the school that day had he not been a DWTS
contestant, immediately left for Roseburg to lend support to his fellow students and
the grieving community. Then on October 12 Alek broke his nose in rehearsal with
Emma Slater (a Capricorn) who was his substitute dance partner that week. I wanted
to see what was going on in this man’s chart to activate so many new conditions. He is
a Libra born October 10 with the Moon in Aries and Jupiter in Virgo exactly opposite
the March 20 Solar Eclipse at 29 degrees Pisces – international incidents, guns, Pluto
opposing Mars and conjunct natal Uranus and Neptune – sudden blow to the face,
eclipse on the Moon, those dancing feet in his solar 6th House of daily activity. This
Oregon National Guardsman never danced before and is not considered a leading
contender for the Mirror Ball trophy, but he sure is a crowd pleaser and a good sport.
The remaining finalists include: Aquarius Nick Carter, Pisces Tamar Braxton, Gemini
Hayes Grier, Leo Bindi Irwin, Leo Carlos Pena Vega, Virgo Alexa Pena Vega and
Sagittarius Andy Grammer. Who is your favorite? Be sure to vote! Stay tuned!
Curtis Stone is a classically trained celebrity chef, author and television personality
who hails from Melbourne, Australia. Curtis is a Scorpio born November 4 who
perfected his cooking skills at top Australian and London restaurants. He regularly
appears on NBC’s Today Show and was a determined contestant on The Celebrity
Apprentice. Stone guests on various talk shows in the U.S. and Food Network shows
including Iron Chef and All-Star Academy. He makes impressive food preparation
videos and currently features delicious weekly recipes at Winn-Dixie, one of the
supermarket chains in the Tampa Bay area. Curtis is a double Scorpio (Sun and Moon)
with a large stellium of Scorpio planets, has Mercury in Libra (communicator,
instructor, writer), Jupiter in Aries – travels a lot – and Vesta and Pallas in Pisces,
showing a strong appreciation for seafood and the healing power of water. He puts his
energy into the kitchen with Mars in Cancer and takes pride in the success of his
restaurant, Maude, located in Beverly Hills and named after his grandmother with
whom he enjoyed many memorable cooking experiences.
Matt Damon: Several readers mentioned they saw The Martians, currently a top box
office attraction starring Matt and indicated he was very convincing as an astronaut.
They wanted to know his Sun sign. I have covered Matt in earlier newsletters. He is a
member of the partnership-oriented sign, Libra born October 8 with Uranus, the
planet of outer space conjunct his Sun along with Mercury on Uranus and Vesta in late
degrees of Libra. This man is a team player and with Vesta in his Sun sign probably
waited to find the right partner and adores his wife and children. He also has
Aquarius, ruled by Uranus on his Ascendant in a nice trine aspect to his natal Uranus.
Matt’s chart has an interesting combination of fixed and Cardinal placements with an
emphasis on air, water and earth making him a tremendous asset to movie-making and
the right choice for playing an astronaut on a space mission to Mars. Water was
discovered on the Red Planet around the time the film was released adding interest to
seeing the film. Matt is both a practical thinker and problem solver with sound
judgment and a quirky character with a sense of humor and instincts for survival. He’s
a writer, too. No wonder he has had a successful career over the last two decades.
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READERS CORNER
Several readers commented on the real estate question in last month’s newsletter and
talked about how costly their own real estate mistakes were when they failed to
anticipate how much space they needed. Here’s one quote: “I fell in love with a house
for all the wrong reasons – it was really a gorgeous place that needed no work to move
in, but most rooms were very small and the furniture did not look right. My husband
and two children had no private space. We tried installing built-ins but after a few
years decided to sell – and it was a hard sell – on the market for three years. Tell the
writer to buy a bigger home – you can’t have enough space.” A number of readers
responded to the woman who wrote that her husband suddenly wanted to rush a
divorce after a 4-year separation; some thought there might be another woman in the
picture; others said to take her time and make sure she hires a reputable attorney and
obtains formal support for her daughter. Four readers thought the boss who was
interested in the mother of his employee’s wife sounded like a good catch and hope
they hit it off and find happiness. One suggested they meet on neutral turf and keep
the employee and his wife out of the picture until they figure out if the relationship is
right for them. Thanks so much for your comments.
Q. Can you tell by looking at my chart whether I am going to get married in the
next year or so? What planets are involved in seeing a wedding? I am going to turn 28
on November 1 and am ready to settle down. Thanks for your assistance.
A. Yours is among the most popular questions clients ask. The first thing you
need when you want to get married is someone special in your life. Right now you
don’t have a partner and it takes two, including the study of both charts to determine
whether wedding prospects are in the picture. No partner no marriage. Have you
thought about what you want in a partner? And what do you want a partner to see in
you? Visualize your ideal picture and take inventory of what happened in past
relationships. A look at your chart shows that you are a Scorpio with the Moon in
Pisces. Both Mars (men) and your Moon’s North and South Nodes have had their share
of eclipse hits over the past two years, so it is likely that you met a few prospects who
will come back into your life between now and next September (you may have met
someone special but the relationship fizzled or the individual was not truly available).
Another indicator of a change in status is that you will experience a Saturn return in
December 2016. If you have forged a solid romantic relationship by then, marriage talk
may be on the agenda. When you meet a partner or renew the acquaintance of a
person you already know be sure to have your charts compared to look at
compatibility. The influence of eclipses lasts a few years especially when they fall on
key points. Your nodes will have an eclipse hit on March 23; Mars has already
experienced three direct eclipse hits or the opposition; the September 13 eclipse
jolted natal Saturn in Sagittarius in your chart and, Saturn will receive another hard
aspect on March 8 when a Pisces eclipse makes a strong connection to natal Saturn in
your 7th House of partners. Eclipses have the reputation of shaking up the status quo
and helping you get out of a rut; they can open your eyes to new possibilities in your
work, living arrangements, in how you solve problems, and in lending a solid structure
to evolving relationships. Enjoy the new opportunities that are coming your way.
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Q. My husband, a Scorpio, inherited $40,000 from his late aunt. He
immediately bought a boat. He never discussed the purchase with me even though he
knows we could use a new refrigerator and some home repairs we have been putting
off. The boat cost just under $39,000. I’m hurt that he did not discuss the purchase
with me nor did he even buy me a bottle of perfume or a little gift. What do you make
of his selfishness? What is going on in his chart?
A. Your spouse has an Aries ascendant with the Moon in Pisces in his 12th House.
His aunt may have been ill for the last few years and most likely told him about the
inheritance. His Moon in early Pisces has had Neptune pass over it three times. Both
his 12th house of hospital visiting and his 6th House of health began to receive eclipse
hits in 2015 and they often influence the status quo and change certain facets of life,
including relationships. Saturn in Scorpio in the 8th House of death and estates just left
the sign for good on September 17 and traveled in tandem with eclipses in Scorpio and
Taurus for a couple of years. Eclipses in Aries and Libra have been hitting his
Ascendant and first house as well as his 7th House of partners for the last few years.
Have you felt less connected or that communication has been unsatisfactory? Has your
relationship changed in other ways that have nothing to do with his aunt’s passing? It
appears that your spouse anticipated the inheritance and decided on how he would
spend it a while ago. Aries is often associated with “Me First” thinking and they enjoy
machinery, boats, cars, etc. Maybe the boat was something he had on his wish list for
a long time and the inheritance made it possible to buy his dream without taxing the
household budget. It is important to discuss your feelings with your spouse. If he has
not spent it, perhaps he would be willing to put the balance of his inheritance toward
the new refrigerator. Good luck in returning peace to the relationship. Sounds like you
could use some professional assistance to improve the communication in your
marriage.
CONFIDENTIAL TO WANTING OPTIMAL WEDDING PHOTOS: Why are you
judging your son’s choice in a marriage partner for how she will look in her wedding
dress and the photos if she does not drop at least 25 pounds? No, Libras are not
necessarily overweight; their body types tend to be curvy rather than angular. From
your description of your future daughter-in-law she sounds like a lovely, considerate
woman. Are you not happy that your son found a woman that he loves for her
wonderful gifts and qualities, for the beauty in her heart, and the love in her soul?
Have you shared your judgment of his fiancée’s body with him (I hope not) and if so
how has he handled your remarks? Perhaps you can find it in your heart to cut this
woman some slack and get to know all her special qualities – you may be surprised at
how much she enriches your life.
Thank you to all who sent in comments on Libra’s newsletter.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Once you have learned to love, you will have
learned to live” … Unknown
OFFICE HOURS




Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 12-6 pm.
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Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is general and based on solar charts.
Material may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If this is your birthday
month or if you are interested in learning more about how the current cycles are
affecting you, call me to schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a
coaching session. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15
discount toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.

EEnnjjooyy tthhee ccoolloorrffuull ddaayyss ooff aauuttuum
mnn,,
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
www.astrologyondemand.com
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for daily astrological tweets.
NOTE: To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send
a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Payment for all appointments is made through
PayPal through my alternate e-mail address: alice.deville27@gmail.com Many thanks.
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